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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/as-add-av
ailability-zone.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation: The choice of a provisioning method is permanent
for the current installation of IPAM Server. To change the
provisioning method, you must uninstall and reinstall IPAM
Server.
Reference: Choose an IPAM Provisioning Method

NEW QUESTION: 3
One difference between the internal and external analysis of a
health plan's financial information is that
A. Internal analysis of the health plan can be more detailed
and more specific than can external analysis
B. Only internal analysts use trend analysis to analyze the
health plan's financial statements
48
C. Only internal analysts typically conduct the financial
analysis of the health plan themselves
D. Internal analysts are more likely than external analysts to

want comparative financial data about the health plan
Answer: A
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Premium and standard, but not basic, account types support disk
encryption.
Disk encryption requires managed disks.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-securitydisk-encryption-overview
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